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Single Handed?
Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  

Start Position:  Standing at P1, gun loaded and holstered. 

Procedure:  On start, draw and engage 
targets with 1 round each, from one side 
of barrel, perform loaded chamber reload 
and engage targets with 1 round each 
from other side of barrel.  Shots from right 
side of barrel are fired right hand only.  
Shots from left side of barrel are fired left 
hand only.

Scoring:  8 rounds Limited Vickers

Targets:  4 paper 

Scored Hits: best 2 on paper

Start Stop: audible & last shot fired

● Concealment:  Required.  

Scenario:  

P1

NOTE:  P1 is 7 yards from targets.. 



  

Winter Fun
Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  

Start Position:  Kneeling at P1 examining snowmobile engine. 

Procedure:  On start draw and 
engage all targets from a kneeling 
position, using snowmobile for low 
cover.

Scoring: 18 rounds

Targets: 6 paper 

Scored Hits: best 3 on paper

Start Stop: audible & last shot fired

● Concealment:  Required.  

Scenario:  You're out enjoying the fresh snowfall when your snowmobile breaks 
down.  While checking to see what's wrong, you come under attack by a gang who 
feels you're invading their turf.
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Duck season
Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  

Start Position:  Seated in duck blind, duck call in hand ready to lure in the flock.

Procedure:  On start, drop duck call 
and engage all threats in tactical 
priority with 2 rounds each paper, 
steel until it falls.

Scoring: 15 rounds

Targets: 7 paper 1 steel

Scored Hits: best 2 on paper

Start Stop: audible & last shot fired

● Concealment:  Required.  

Scenario:  You're in your duck blind when you come under attack by a local gang 
who are using blinds to stash their drugs.

P1

P1is duck blind.  T4 and T5 are up/down.  T6 is swinger.  T4-T6 are in series, and PP starts activation. 
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Fast and Furious
Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  

Start Position:  Standing at P1, gun loaded and holstered.   

Procedure:  At signal, draw and 
engage targets with 2 rounds each, 
in tactical sequence.

Scoring: Limited Vickers 12 rounds

Targets:  6 paper 

Scored Hits: best 2 on paper

Start Stop: audible & last shot fired

● Concealment:  Required.  

Scenario:  

P1

Scenario:  Scenario:  



  

Sporting Good?
Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  

Start Position:  Standing at P1 hands at surrender.  Gun loaded and holstered. 

Procedure: On signal, draw and 
engage targets with 2 rounds each 
in tactical sequence while retreating 
to cover.  From cover engage 
remaining targets through doorway 
with 2 rounds each.  Steel must fall.

Scoring:  15 rounds

Targets:  7 paper 1 steel

Scored Hits: best 2 on paper

Start Stop: audible & last shot fired

● Concealment:  Required.  

Scenario: You're at the local sporting goods shop checking out the latest greatest 
toys when an armed gang attempts to rob the place.  

P1



  

Gator Bait

Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  

Start Position:  Seated in canoe, paddling in both hands, paddling.

Procedure:  On start, retrieve gun 
from dry bag at your feet and 
engage all threats in tactical 
priority.

Scoring: 12 rounds

Targets: 6 paper

Scored Hits: best 2 on paper

Start Stop: audible & last shot fired

Concealment:  Optional.  

Scenario:  You and a friend are on a canoe trip through the Everglades when 
you come under attack by hungry alligators.

P1

Note:  Targets had down 3 zone removed.  Targets are placed horizontally to represent alligators.  
Non threats are in canoes.
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Campsite Commotion
Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  

Start Position: Seated at P1.  Flashlight on, in weak hand.  Manual in strong hand.   

Procedure:   On signal, retrieve gun 
from safe on table, advance to P2 
and engage all targets through port.

Scoring: 12 rounds

Targets:  6 paper 

Scored Hits: best 2 on paper

Start Stop: audible & last shot fired

● Concealment:  Optional.  

Scenario:  You're sitting in your camper looking at a manual to find the fuse to fix 
your lights.  You hear your kids scream from outside and realize some bad guys 
grabbed them.  

P1

P2
Notes: Tents (gray walls) are soft 
cover, plastic sheeting.  Targets 
behind tents have head, and 1 inch 
or less of body visible above tent.



  

Fishin in the dark
Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  

Start Position: Seated, loaded/holstered.  Flashlight off in weak hand.  Strong hand on knee.  

Procedure:  On signal, pull fishing rod 
before drawing gun.  You may stand 
to engage targets, but must remain 
at P1.

●

● Note:  Pulling fishing rod activates 
swinging target.

Scoring: 15 rounds

Targets:  5 paper 

Scored Hits: best 3 on paper

Start Stop: audible & last shot fired

● Concealment:  Required.  

Scenario: You're sitting by the river doing some late night fishing, all of a sudden 
your pole moves hard.  You grab it to set the hook and suddenly realize there's a 
bear on the other end.    

P1



  

Day Hike
Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  

Start Position:  Standing a P1, hiking stick in strong hand.

Procedure:  On start, drop hiking stick 
and engage dog while advancing to 
cover.  Engage remaining threats in 
tactical priority.

Scoring: 10 rounds

Targets: 5 paper

Scored Hits: best 2 on paper

Start Stop: dog appears & last shot fired

● Concealment:  Required.  

Scenario:  You're hiking through the local national forest when you stumble upon a 
meth lab.  The guards release their dog on you.  Neutralize the dog and the guards.

P1

T1 starts and ends hidden and is on zip line.  Target mounted horizontal to represent a guard dog.

T1
T2

T3



  

Coyote Ugly
Rules: Current IDPA Handbook Designer:  fletcher

Start Position: Sitting on bike at P1, feet flat on ground.  Gun loaded and holstered.

Procedure:   At signal, draw and 
engage all targets, while seated on 
bike.

Scoring:  16 rounds

Targets:  8 paper 

Scored Hits: best 2 on paper

Start Stop: audible & last shot fired

● Concealment:  Required.  

Scenario: You are out mountain biking with friends.  You're last on the trail and catch 
up just in time to see your friends attacked by a pack of coyotes.  Sitting on bike at 
P1, feet flat on ground. 

Notes:  Targets have -3 zone removed.  Bike is stationary, but has some lateral movement.  Non threat 
targets partially block first and second rows of targets as seen from P1.

P1
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